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teknion: the smart choice for office design

TEKNION FURNITURE CONNECTS PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY  

AND SPACES—DELIVERING INTEGRATED, SUSTAINABLE  

DESIGN FOR A HEALTHIER, MORE PRODUCTIVE WORLD.

QUALITY

Teknion is a leading international 
designer, manufacturer and marketer 
of mid- to high-end office systems 
and related furniture products.

FLEXIBILITY

Teknion products perform 
independently and in concert, 
combining in virtually  
unlimited configurations.

SELECTION

Our integrated product portfolio 
includes several lines of systems 
furniture, mobile furniture, 
architectural wall systems, seating, 
storage and filing, freestanding 
casegoods and accessories.

SUSTAINABILITY

Teknion embraces change and its 
innate possibilities, integrating 
sustainable principles and practices 
into the design, manufacturing and 
marketing of our products.
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desking and 
benching
With Teknion’s desking solutions, you get all the advantages  
of freestanding and systems furniture—in one product. Our  
desking products maximize space in open plans and enclosed  
offices with equal finesse.

Above: Expansion Desking
Top: Expansion Cityline

A “ONE-TO-ONE” RELATIONSHIP

Each customer experience is unique. We tailor our relationships to meet the 
precise needs and value criteria of your office space.Va
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Value Proposition

COMPETITIVE PRICING

Compare our features. Compare our prices. Teknion delivers  
outstanding overall value, offering the best initial price to buy,  

maintain and own your new office furnishings.

systems
Teknion’s innovative, integrated furniture has been at the forefront of 
the modern office for more than three decades. Adaptive and supremely 
functional, our office systems let you divide space, control privacy and 
enhance ergonomics without sacrificing comfort or aesthetics. 

Left: Expansion Citybench
Bottom Left: upStage
Bottom Right: Leverage
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routes
Teknion’s Routes collection, designed in partnership with PearsonLloyd, is a stylish 
and simple “toolbox” of intuitive furnishings that are as playful as they are practical. 
Comprising desks, tables, chairs, screens and accessories – all with their own 
individual character – Routes is designed to allow teams to create flexible, utility-
driven and engaging workspaces quickly and efficiently, breaking with convention and 
introducing a sense of play into the world of work.

kiosk
A transformative shift is underway at the office. The advent of hybrid work models 
now requires a workplace more agile and adaptable than ever and an environment 
more welcoming and inclusive, one that invites people to come together to work. 
Teknion introduces Kiosk, a collection of freestanding modules that define work hubs 
and distribute collaborative tools across the office. Suitable for training, meeting, work 
spaces or lounge areas, Kiosk stands at the intersection of furniture and architecture.
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You can use Teknion casegoods as stand-alone units or integrate  
them with other Teknion office products. Our components are  
flexible enough to accommodate a variety of tastes and budgets. You 
can even customize them for a distinctive appearance.

Value Proposition

DESIGN LEADERSHIP AND COMMITMENT

As an industry leader, Teknion contributes to the world of office furniture  
with knowledge, education and, of course, award-winning products.

casegoods

Above: Expansion Casegoods
Right: Journal
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Tables are increasingly important in today’s evolving office environment.  
Teknion’s integrated table designs are durable enough to withstand continuous  
use, so they’re perfect for training facilities, conference centers, A/V rooms, 
presentation areas, call centers and cafeterias.

tables and  
collaborative spaces

Above: Thesis Markerboard
Above Right: Thesis Flip Top Table

Right: Zones Lounge
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CUSTOMIZATION

We have the largest dedicated customization department in the 
industry, able to meet your requirements—no matter how complex.

Value Proposition
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Filing and storage systems are the key to an organized office.  
Don’t make them look like an afterthought! Our solutions  
keep everything from briefcases and paper documents to  
your pens and keys easily accessible—and easy on the eyes. 

Value Proposition

LOW-RISK PRODUCTS

We offer practical, adjustable, multiple-use products,  
making experimentation and integration affordable.

Above: Ledger Plus
Bottom Left: Routes 
Personal Tote
Bottom Right: Digital Lock

filing and 
storage
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Value Proposition

SUSTAINABILITY

Teknion is committed to minimizing its impact on the planet and helping you meet your 
environmental goals. Our dedication to sustainability is reflected in our design, manufacturing and 
operations. We continually evaluate our progress, so we can achieve our goal of total sustainability.

social spaces
Zones is a comprehensive series of furniture products designed  
to challenge convention and change the way people work. The 
collection includes seating, tables, screens, easels and accessories,  
as well as semi-private enclosures that can be used to establish  
an intimate collaborative setting or a private retreat. 

Above Left: Fractals
Above Right: Bonds
Right: Zones Workshop
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With its exclusive focus on social applications, our Studio TK 
brand is changing the culture of work, creating spaces that are 
responsive to all the ways that people work—and all that their 
work demands.

Above Left: Libelle
Above Right: Sly Tables
Right: Vettore

Above: Havn Tables
Left: Havn

Right: Borough 
Lounge
Below: Fractals 
Nooks

Below Left: Pico Lounge
Below Right: Sante
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Office workers usually spend more time seated than in any  
other position. That’s why comfortable, adjustable seating is so 
imperative. Fortunately, we’ve got your back—and your bottom.  
Our chairs are designed to adapt to myriad shapes, sizes and  
personal preferences, as well as the demands of every type of job. 

Above Left: Essa  
Guest Chair
Above Right: Tone
Left: Banqs Sofa

seating
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We support government and education requirements with a highly skilled, trained 
and certified dealer network. Visit teknion.com/locations/locations-dealers to find a 
dealer near you. 
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Reconfigurable wall systems integrate seamlessly to  
define and enclose space, affording both acoustic privacy  
and visual accessibility. We also offer freestanding glass-front 
booths for short-duration privacy from the open plan.

Above: Within
Right: Tek Vue

architectural  
interiors

Value Proposition

FAST LEAD TIME

We offer an average lead time of just 30–90 days.
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POD (Privacy on Demand) is a family of products that are designed 
for occasional, short-duration privacy from the open plan. It supports 
technology and helps shape an environment where people want to work 
and where they feel comfortable and connected. Consisting of Tek Booth 
and Tek Room, both solutions work together to create a diverse range of 
small-scale private environments.

Above: Tek Room
Right: Tek Booth

pod
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Value Proposition

HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY

The human body is built to move. It follows that the human-centered workplace should provide 
people with the opportunity for physical activity; with a choice among working postures as well as 
workspaces. Alert, engaged and healthy workers are most often those who are afforded a stimulating 
and inspiring work environment that encourages movement—to sit, stand and walk around.

Infuse movement into your work space. The Height-Adjustable Bench 
provides each individual user the freedom to control their movement 
while working. Sit/stand height-adjustability allows users to frequently 
alternate their body posture throughout the work day.

height adjustable 
tables

Above: Expansion Training
Top Right: hiSpace
Bottom Right: Navigate
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The Ergonomic Accessories collection includes monitor arms, keyboard 
trays, technology support holders, lighting products—all designed to 
work in tandem to give you more cohesive and efficient workspaces, 
and also enhance wellness and reduce the risk of discomfort and injury.

ergonomic 
accessories

Above: Sanna Lightbar
Top Right: unTethered Solo 
Charging Stand
Bottom Right: Swerv XL
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Value Proposition

UNTETHERED

Untethered is a product portfolio of mobile worktools equipped with battery packs to power your 
phone and laptop through an entire day. While pulling power from the active battery, the backup is 
being charged and ready to pick up when you need it. Like the ebike which gives you the power to 
go further and carry more, Untethered can extend your reach, your day, and your office.



Value Proposition

DEDICATED SERVICE TEAM

Our nationwide customer service team includes specialists who work exclusively with government 
and education agencies. They’ll answer your questions, help manage your projects and take care of 
special requests. Email valerie.windrim@teknion.com or call 877-TEKNION, ext. 5618.

Contract # 121919-TKN

Teknion can support your projects through expertise 
and integration for improved workplace well-being. 
www.wellcertified.com

Teknion products can support your project’s pursuit 
of LEED. Refer to our Environmental Data Sheets for 
details on materials and recycled content.

All of Teknion’s major product lines have been tested  
and verified by SCS GLOBAL SERVICES for indoor 
air quality.

Teknion products are level™ certified, ensuring that a 
product’s manufacture meets ANSI/BIFMA e3  sustain-
ability standards. www.levelcertified.org

Contract GS-27F-0013V

Need it fast? Teknion offers a broad selection of desks, 
storage, filing, tables, desk chairs and side chairs that  
are ready to ship in just five or 10 days.

xp re s s

Region 4 ESC Contract: R191816
City of Charlotte Contract: 2020000610

the teknion advantage
31

Contract number: PP-FA-864





showrooms
U.S. HEADQUARTERS
302 Fellowship Road
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
Tel: 856.596.7608
Fax: 856.596.8088
Email: info.us@teknion.com

CHICAGO  
800 W Fulton Market, 7th Floor  
Chicago, IL 60607 
Tel: 312.730.1110  
Fax: 312.730.1120

LOS ANGELES  
Ernst and Young Plaza  
725 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 4150  
Los Angeles, CA 90017  
Tel: 310.310.6600  
Fax: 310.310.6601

WASHINGTON, D.C.  
1201 New York Ave, Suite 800  
Washington, D.C. 20005  
Tel: 202.378.6460  
Fax: 202.378.6490

NEW YORK  
641 Avenue of the Americas, 2nd Floor  
New York, NY 10011  
Tel: 212.589.6850  
Fax: 212.589.6820 

DALLAS  
2323 Ross Avenue, Suite 1680  
Dallas, TX 75201  
Tel: 214.764.6500  
Fax: 214.764.6550 

BOSTON  
255 State Street, 3rd Floor 
Boston, MA 02109  
Tel: 617.487.6960  
Fax: 617.487.6980

Contract GS-27F-0013V

GSA Customer Service
877-TEKNION, ext. 5618
Email valerie.windrim@teknion.com


